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Word Grasshopper Shinobi Warrior Samurai Assassin Grand Master

amazing fantastic incredible remarkable splendid staggering breathtaking

angry cross fuming annoyed irritated irate exasperated

awesome spectacular glorious astonishing exceptional sensational phenomenal

bad awful rotten dreadful wretched vile loathsome

beautiful appealing elegant enticing angelic ravishing bewitching

big large vast immense oversized mammoth gargantuan

black ink soot charcoal onyx jade ebony

blue navy sky denim peacock teal aegean

boring dull dreary repetitive tedious monotonous wearisome

brave heroic daring gutsy intrepid courageous gallant

break crack smash wreck shatter fracture obliterate

brown wood coffee penny chocolate mocha gingerbread

cold freezing chilly bitter biting arctic sub-zero

come arrive near join reach approach advance

cry scream weep sob bawl yowl whimper

dangerous unsafe risky perilous hazardous dicey treacherous

dark dim dusky gloomy murky shaded sunless

destroy wreck damage impair shatter ravage annihilate

difficult taxing demanding challenging exhausting strenuous back-breaking

easy simple painless elementary effortless uncomplicated straightforward

epic sweet thrilling impressive remarkable insane unforgettable

excited eager enthusiastic roused perky ecstatic aroused

fall dive drop tumble descend plummet nosedive

famous well known popular leading eminent infamous legendary

fast quick speedy rapid nimble blistering breakneck

fat chubby solid overweight plump stout rotund

find spot locate notice discover acquire pinpoint

fly flutter hover hang float glide soar

frightened fearful alarmed panicked startled spooked petrified

fun pleasing amusing lively entertaining exciting enthralling

get collect buy gather gain obtain acquire

ginormous vast sizeable tremendous colossal whopping monumental

go move travel visit leave continue proceed

good super excellent marvellous exceptional splendid stupendous

green lime emerald fern moss seaweed pistachio

happy glad delighted thrilled overjoyed ecstatic joyous

hate fear dislike loathe detest despise execrate

have keep own possess boast occupy retain

help support aid assist guide advise contribute

hide stow conceal obstruct shroud camouflage cache

hot warm scorching summery blistering roasting tropical

hurt injure damage wound incapacitate maim mutilate

interesting gripping compelling fascinating absorbing captivating spellbinding

joyful jolly cheerful cheery bubbly effervescent exuberant

jump leap spring hop bound bounce gambol
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kill slay destroy eliminate decimate massacre exterminate

lazy idle work-shy sluggish slothful inactive lethargic

like twin alike similar related equivalent akin

little small teeny tiny minor compact delicate

look glance stare gape peer inspect examine

loud booming thunderous deafening blasting raucous ear-piercing

love prize worship cherish idolise treasure adore

lovely beautiful attractive appealing magical adorable exquisite

make cause create produce concoct assemble fabricate

massive huge enormous vast monstrous towering Herculean

move carry transport transfer shift switch relocate

moved crept lurked ambled shuffled dashed manoeuvred

mysterious funny strange puzzling curious baffling inexplicable

new unused fresh pristine current modern contemporary

nice enjoyable lovely thoughtful likeable admirable congenial

old elderly ancient mature historic tattered frayed

orange carrot tiger fire honey marmalade tangerine

pink strawberry rouge rose fuchsia salmon watermelon

play interact compete frolic cavort engage romp

pretty charming appealing delightful lovely stunning glamorous

purple plum grape jam wine violet lavender

put place set lay deposit position plonk

quickly swiftly rapidly speedily briskly hotfoot lickety-split

quiet calming still restful soundless serene tranquil

really actually truly genuinely undoutbtedly certainly unquestionably

red cherry scarlet candy blood berry crimson

run rush dash scurry scamper hurtle scuttle

sad unhappy depressed down glum blue desolate

said laughed reported stammered thundered insisted acknowledged

scared afraid fearful nervous panicky alarmed agitated

scary frightening hair-raising spine-chilling daunting formidable blood-curdling

shout yell cry call howl bellow shriek

sleep nap doze rest drowse catnap siesta

small little tiny mini minute bijou microscopic

stop suspend cease end finish conclude terminate

strong mighty meaty powerful robust muscular strapping

stuff items objects property gear goods possessions

stupid foolish ignorant mindless idiotic moronic brainless

suddenly immediately instantly promptly abruptly swiftly instantaneously

take remove steal seize grab capture pilfer

talk chat gossip blabber speak converse natter

tell inform notify alert warn advise declare

terrible awful dreadful appalling revolting atrocious sickening

then next afterwards soon after later instantly subsequently

think muse ponder reflect deliberate meditate ruminate

thought reasoned pondered considered mused deliberated contemplated

ugly plain unsightly deformed hideous menacing grotesque
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unhappy miserable down dispirited despondent tearful forlorn

very hugely overly mightily exceedingly immensely desperately

walk stroll saunter amble plod wander roam

weak feeble frail flimsy powerless fragile delicate

weird uncanny eerie bizarre unconventional peculiar surreal

went moved proceeded progressed journey depart travel

white snow pearl ivory bone powder porcelain

yellow gold corn banana lemon mustard butterscotch

young babyish youthful adolescent childlike immature juvenile
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